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In this note we introduce some new constructions of dual spaces of operators, which are, of
course, at the same time, operator spaces in the sense of Pisier (2003) [12]. We exemplify
the utility of these constructs by establishing, in this more general setting, a curious and
little known result from the theory of dual algebras, namely from Chevreau and Pearcy
(1991) [11].
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1. Introduction
Let H be a separable, inﬁnite dimensional, complex Hilbert space, and denote by L(H) the algebra of all bounded linear
operators on H. The set of positive [nonnegative] integers will be written as usual as N [N0]. This paper is a sequel to [11]
in which the concept of a common noncyclic vector for a family of operators in L(H) was discussed. (If {Tα}α∈Λ is a family
of operators in L(H), a nonzero vector x in H is said to be a common noncyclic vector for the family if for every α ∈ Λ, the
subspace
Mα =
∨
n∈N0
(Tα)
nx
is different from H.)
In [11] various suﬃcient conditions on a countable family {Tn}n∈N ⊂ L(H) were given in order that the family has
a dense set of common noncyclic vectors. The proof of the main theorem (Theorem 2.1) of [11] involved solving some
simultaneous equations in the preduals of the various dual algebras ATn generated by the Tn , and this, to our knowledge,
was the ﬁrst (and only) occasion on which equation solving in different preduals simultaneously played a role. The purpose
of this paper is to improve the results of [11] by utilizing the concept of a dual subspace, as contrasted with that of a dual
algebra, of operators. It has been known for some time (cf. [1,3,4] and especially the references) that some of the results
concerning dual algebras are equally valid for dual subspaces of operators. The novelty in this note is that we connect dual
subspaces with the problem of solving certain systems of equations in different preduals simultaneously. This requires the
introduction of some new concepts and ideas, which we hope will ﬁnd other applications.
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In this section we develop some basic terminology and facts relative to general dual subspaces. Let J and K denote
separable complex Hilbert spaces, and let L(J ,K) denote the Banach space of (bounded linear) operators from J to K.
We write C1(J ,K) for the Banach space of trace-class operators in L(J ,K) (cf., e.g., [5] for information about such a
trace-class). Recall that L(J ,K) may be identiﬁed with C1(K,J )∗ via the bilinear form
〈L, T 〉 = trK(T L), T ∈ L(J ,K), L ∈ C1(K,J )
(where trK(·) denotes the trace on C1(K,K)), and that any element L in C1(K,J ) can be written as L =∑i∈N xi ⊗ yi where{xi}i∈N and {yi}i∈N are norm-square-summable sequences in J and K, respectively. (As usual, if 0 = x ∈ J and 0 = y ∈ K,
x⊗ y will denote the rank-one operator from K to J deﬁned by (x⊗ y)(u) = (u, y)x, u ∈ K.) With L as above, one knows
that for any T in L(J ,K),
〈L, T 〉 = trJ (LT ) = trK(T L) =
∑
i∈N
(
xi, T
∗ yi
)=∑
i∈N
(T xi, yi).
Of course the above duality provides L(J ,K) with a weak*-topology which is sometimes also referred to as the ultraweak
topology. We recall that a dual space in L(J ,K) is, by deﬁnition, a weak*-closed subspace of L(J ,K). If A is such a dual
space then, as is well known, A is the dual space of the quotient space
QA = C1(K,J )/⊥A,
where ⊥A denotes the preannihilator of A in C1(K,J ). For L in C1(K,J ), we will denote by [L]A or [L] the corresponding
element in this quotient space. We recall also some additional deﬁnitions from [3], adapted to the present context.
Let A be a dual space in L(J ,K). Then A has property (A1) if for any [L] in QA there exist vectors x in J and y in K
such that [L] = [x ⊗ y]. More generally, given cardinal numbers m, n such that 1 m,n  ℵ0, we say that A has property
(An,m) if for any n ×m matrix ([Li, j]) with entries in QA there exist sequences of vectors {xi}0i<n in J and {y j}0 j<m
in K such that
[Li j] = [xi ⊗ y j], 0 i < n, 0 j <m.
For brevity we write property (An,n) simply as (An), 1 n  ℵ0, and we recall that dual algebras with property (Aℵ0) are
especially rich in structure theory (cf., e.g., [3]).
We turn now to some constructions of new dual spaces from given families of dual spaces that will be useful in further
developments. Suppose given q ∈ N and dual spaces A1, . . . ,Aq , where A j ⊂ L(J ,K j), j = 1, . . . ,q, and deﬁne K = K1 ⊕
· · · ⊕ Kq . (In case K j is the same space M for 1  j  q, we write K = M(q).) The space L(J ,K) can be canonically
identiﬁed with the space of q × 1 (column) matrices A whose jth-entry A j ∈ L(J ,K j), j = 1, . . . ,q, is given via the
formula
Ax =
⎛⎝ A1...
Aq
⎞⎠ x = A1x⊕ · · · ⊕ Aqx, x ∈ J .
Note that in this setting every element in C1(K,J ) can be identiﬁed with a 1 × q (row) matrix whose jth-entry L j ∈
C1(K j,J ), j = 1, . . . ,q, is given by the formula〈
(L1, . . . , Lq),
⎛⎝ A1...
Aq
⎞⎠〉= q∑
j=1
〈A j, L j〉.
Observe in particular that, for x ∈ J and y˜ = y1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ yq ∈ K, the (at most) rank-one operator x⊗ y˜ (from K into J )
is identiﬁed with the 1× q (row) matrix (x⊗ y1, x⊗ y2, . . . , x⊗ yq). It is a routine argument to check (in the same context,
with K = K1 ⊕ · · · ⊕Kq) that
A =
C⊕
1 jq
A j =
⎧⎨⎩
⎛⎝ A1...
Aq
⎞⎠: A j ∈ A j, j = 1, . . . ,q
⎫⎬⎭
is a dual space in L(J ,K) (which we will call the column direct sum of the A j) whose predual QA can be identiﬁed with
the row direct sum of the preduals QA j :
QA =
R⊕
QA j =
{([L1], . . . , [Lq]): [L j] ∈ QA j , j = 1, . . . ,q}.1 jq
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direct sum A =⊕R1ip Ai is a dual subspace of L(J ,K) whose predual can be identiﬁed with the column direct sum of
the preduals: QA =⊕C1ip QAi in the obvious way.
The following elementary proposition, which needs no proof, clariﬁes the meaning of property (A1) for these direct
sums.
Proposition 2.1.
a) Let A j be a dual subspace of L(J ,K j) for j = 1, . . . ,q, and let the Hilbert space K = ⊕1 jq K j . Then the dual subspace
A =⊕C1 jq A j of L(J ,K) has property (A1) if and only if for any ﬁnite matrix ([L1], . . . , [Lq]) in⊕R1 jq QA j , there exist
vectors x in J and y j in K j such that
[L j]A j = [x⊗ y j]A j , j = 1, . . . ,q.
b) Let Ai be a dual subspace in L(Ji,K) for i = 1, . . . , p, and let the Hilbert space J = ⊕1ip Ji . Then the dual subspace
A =⊕R1ip Ai of L(J ,K) has property (A1) if and only if for every matrix ([L1], . . . , [Lp])t in ⊕C1 jp QA j , there exist
vectors xi in Ji and y in K such that
[Li]Ai = [xi ⊗ y]Ai , i = 1, . . . , p.
From the particular case in which all the spaces K j are identical as well as all the dual spaces A j , we see that a dual
space B in L(J ,K) has property (A1,q) if and only if
⊕C
1 jq B (the column direct sum of q copies of B) has property
(A1). Similarly, B has property (Ap,1) if and only if
⊕R
1 jp B has property (A1).
The above constructions can clearly be combined to yield a general matricial q × p case. Speciﬁcally, suppose that the
Hilbert spaces J and K are direct sums: J =⊕R1ip Ji and K =⊕C1 jq K j . Then L(J ,K) can be identiﬁed with the
space of q× p matrices (Aij) where Aij ∈ L(J j,Ki) and C1(K,J ) can be identiﬁed with the space of p × q matrices ([Li j])
where [Li j] ∈ C1(K j,Ji). If for each pair ( j, i), A j,i is a dual space in L(Ji,K j), then
A = {(Tij) ∣∣ T j,i ∈ A j,i for 1 j  q and 1 i  p}
is a dual space in L(J ,K) which can be identiﬁed with ⊕R1ip(⊕C1 jq A j,i) (or ⊕C1 jq(⊕R1ip A j,i)), and
QA =
R⊕
1iq
C⊕
1ip
QA j,i .
The characterization of property (A1) for A in terms of properties of the various spaces A j,i is analogous to the previous
cases and is left to the reader to formulate, and similarly for the properties (Am,n). We mention only that consideration
of the particular case in which all the A j,i are equal to the same dual space B in L(J ,K) leads to the fact that B has
property (Ap,q) if and only if the dual space
⊕R
1ip
⊕C
1 jq B in L(J (p),J (q)) has property (A1).
To conclude this section we mention two additional ways in which new dual spaces of operators can be constructed from
given ones. The ﬁrst may be considered to be a “diagonal” direct sum. Suppose that for i = 1, . . . , p, Bi is a dual space in
L(Ji,Ki), and let J and K be the Hilbert spaces J =⊕1ip Ji and K =⊕1ip Ki . Then the set of diagonal matrices{
Diag{T1, . . . , T p}: Ti ∈ Bi, i = 1, . . . , p
}
is a dual space in L(J ,K) which we call the diagonal direct sum of the Bi and write
⊕D
1ip Bi . It is easy to check that
its predual can be identiﬁed with
⊕D
1ip QBi and that, as opposed to the row or column direct sum case,
⊕D
1ip Bi has
property (A1) if and only if each Bi has that property.
The ﬁnal method we mention for constructing new dual spaces from given ones has already been considered in various
instances (cf., e.g., [3,7–9]). Recall that if A ∈ L(J ,K) and p ∈ N, then the p-ampliation of A is the operator A(p) = A ⊕
· · · ⊕ A in L(J (p),K(p)). If A is a dual space in L(J ,K) then the subspace A(p) consisting of all the p-ampliations of
operators in A is itself a dual space (obviously isometric and weak* homeomorphic to A), naturally called the p-ampliation
of A.
The following fact is well known (at least in the case of dual algebras), and the proof goes through without change for
dual spaces.
Proposition 2.2. If A is a dual space in L(J ,K) and p ∈ N, then the dual space A(p) has property (A1) if and only if for every
[L] ∈ QA there exist sequences {xi}1ip ⊂ J and {yi}1ip ⊂ K such that [L] =∑1ip[xi ⊗ yi].
In this case we say that the dual space A has property (A1/n).
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In this section we begin by giving suﬃcient conditions for a dual space to have property (Aℵ0 ). All of this material is
now classical in the case J = K and, since the extension to our expanded setting is straightforward, we content ourselves
with stating deﬁnitions and results, referring to [3] or [6] for the proofs. Afterwards we develop some new tools.
Deﬁnition 3.1. For a dual space A ⊂ L(J ,K) and 0 θ < 1 the set Xθ (A) consists of those elements [L] in QA for which
there exist sequences {xi}i∈N , {yi}i∈N converging weakly to zero in the respective closed unit balls of J and K such that
(i) lim‖[L] − [xi ⊗ yi]‖ θ , and
(ii) ‖[xi ⊗ w]‖ + ‖[z ⊗ yi]‖ → 0 for all w ∈ K, z ∈ J .
As in the case J = K, it turns out that the sets Xθ (A) are easily shown to be absolutely convex and closed.
Remark 3.2. With respect to the well-known deﬁnition of these sets in the case of dual algebras (cf. [3]), the reader will
note that we require additionally the weak convergence to zero of the sequences {xi}i∈N and {yi}i∈N . We will discuss the
reason for this requirement more fully shortly.
Deﬁnition 3.3. Given 0 θ < γ  1 we say that the dual space A ⊂ L(J ,K) has property Xθ,γ if the set Xθ (A) contains
the (closed) ball of radius γ centered at the origin in QA .
The following theorem summarizes the most important facts about property Xθ,γ . Since the proof is essentially un-
changed from that in the case of dual algebras (cf. [3, Theorem 3.6] for the proof in that case), we omit it.
Theorem 3.4. Let A ⊂ L(J ,K) be a dual space. Then,
a) if A has property Xθ,γ (with 0 θ < γ ) then A has property X0,γ ′ with γ ′ = γ − θ ;
b) if A has property X0,γ then A has property (Aℵ0);
c) suppose A has property X0,γ and suppose given [L] ∈ QA , p ∈ N, {a,w1, . . .wp} ⊂ J , {b, z1, . . . , zp} ⊂ K, ﬁnite dimensional
subspaces E and F in J and K respectively, and ε, δ > 0 such that ‖[L] − [a ⊗ b]‖ < δ. Then there exist u ∈ E⊥ and v ∈ F⊥
such that
(i) [L] = [(a + u) ⊗ (b + v)],
(ii) ‖u‖,‖v‖ < (δ/γ )1/2 , and
(iii) ‖[u ⊗ zi]‖,‖[wi ⊗ v]‖ < ε, i = 1, . . . , p.
We now pause to discuss more thoroughly Remark 3.2. Recall that, in the case of dual algebras (assumed by deﬁnition
to contain the identity operator 1H), bounded sequences {xi}i∈N and {yi}i∈N satisfying condition (ii) in Deﬁnition 3.1 are
necessarily weakly convergent to 0. The following proposition gives a suﬃcient condition for this assertion to hold in the
setting of general dual spaces. (We write ran A for the range of an operator A.)
Proposition 3.5. Suppose A ⊂ L(J ,K) is a dual space satisfying the condition∨
{ran A: A ∈ A} = K,
∨{
ran A∗: A ∈ A}= J . (†)
Then any bounded sequences {xi}i∈N ⊂ J and {yi}i∈N ⊂ K satisfying condition (ii) of Deﬁnition 3.1 are weakly convergent to 0.
Proof. Suppose {xi}i∈N is a bounded sequence in J such that for each w ∈ K, ‖[xi ⊗ w]‖ → 0. The linear manifold J0 =
{z ∈ J : (xi, z) → 0} is clearly closed. Moreover, the equalities and inequalities∣∣(xi, A∗w)∣∣= ∣∣〈A, [xi ⊗ w]〉∣∣ ‖A‖∥∥[xi ⊗ w]∥∥, w ∈ K, A ∈ A,
show that J0 contains ran A∗ for all A ∈ A and thus J0 = J . The other argument is similar. 
In fact, it turns out that with respect to properties (An,m), condition (†) is no restriction at all. Since the notions involved
in this discussion may be of interest for other purposes, we develop them in some detail.
Given subspaces M, N of J , K, respectively, and A ∈ L(J ,K), we denote by AM,N the operator belonging to
L(M,N ) deﬁned by
AM,N x = PN Ax, x ∈ M,
where PN is the orthogonal projection of K onto N . The map A → AM,N is clearly linear (norm-continuous) and weak*-
continuous.
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(or that AM,N = {AM,N : A ∈ A} is a realization of A) if the restriction to A of the map A → AM,N is an isometry.
When A is realized in L(M,N ), it follows from general principles (cf., e.g., [2]) that A and AM,N are also weak*-
homeomorphic, so, in particular, AM,N ⊂ L(M,N ) is a dual space. Moreover, there is an isometry θ (= θM,N ) from
QAM,N onto QA whose adjoint is precisely the map A → AM,N . Thus, as is shown by the sequence of equalities,〈
θ
([u ⊗ v]), A〉= 〈[u ⊗ v], AM,N 〉= (AM,N u, v)
= (PN Au, v) = (Au, v)
= 〈[u ⊗ v], A〉, u ∈ M, v ∈ N , A ∈ A,
we have θ([u ⊗ v]AM,N ) = [u ⊗ v]A . In particular, if AM,N has property (Am,n) then so does A.
The above assertion that, without loss of generality with respect to property (An,m), A may be assumed to satisfy
condition (†) now results from the following elementary proposition.
Proposition 3.7. Let A be a dual space in L(J ,K). Then
a) A is realized in L(M,N ), where
M =
∨{
ran A∗: A ∈ A} and N =∨{ran A: A ∈ A};
b) the dual space AM,N ⊂ L(M,N ) satisﬁes condition (†) (relative to M and N ).
Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that A satisﬁes condition (†). Observe that the existence in A of an
operator with trivial kernel and dense range ensures that (†) is satisﬁed.
We now come back to our general column setting: A j , j = 1, . . . ,q, is a dual space of L(J ,K j) and A =⊕C1 jq A j .
For a given j and [L] in QA j denote by L j the element
( ( j)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0, . . . ,0, [L],0, . . . ,0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(q)
)
in QA . It is easily seen that [L] → L j is isometric. Note also that, for x ∈ J , y ∈ K j and
yˆ =
( j)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0⊕ y⊕0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(q)
in K, [x⊗ yˆ] = x⊗ y j . Suppose [L] belongs to the approximation set X0(A j) via the sequences {xi}i∈N in J and {yi}i∈N
in K j . By the above we have∥∥L j − [xi ⊗ yˆi]∥∥→ 0
and, for any u ∈ J ,∥∥[u ⊗ yˆi]∥∥= ∥∥u ⊗ yˆi j∥∥= ∥∥[u ⊗ yi]∥∥→ 0.
The “right vanishing” condition [xi ⊗ w˜] need not obtain automatically (since [xˆi ⊗ w˜] = ([xˆi ⊗ w1], . . . , [xˆi ⊗ wn]) and
we only know that [xˆi ⊗ w j] → 0). Nevertheless the sequence xi goes weakly to 0 and in many dual spaces (cf. [2]) this
suﬃces to ensure the desired vanishing condition. This (and the analogy with the contraction case) motivates the following
deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 3.8. We say that a dual space A ⊂ L(J ,K) has property (V0.) (resp., property (V .0)) if for every x ∈ J (resp.,
v ∈ K) and every sequence {yi}i∈N in K (resp., {ui}i∈N in J ) converging weakly to 0, the sequence ‖[x ⊗ yi]‖ (resp.,
‖[ui ⊗ v]‖) converges to 0. Of course a dual space A ⊂ L(J ,K) has property (V0.) if and only if A∗ = {A∗: A ∈ A} ⊂
L(K,J ) (which is easily seen to be a dual space) has property (V .0).
The previous considerations make it clear that
a) if each A j has property (V .0) then so does the column direct sum A =⊕C1 jq A j ,
b) if [L] ∈ X0(A j) and each A j has property (V .0) then L j ∈ X0(A).
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written
[˜L] = 1
q
q∑
j=1
qL j
j
with ∥∥qL j j∥∥= q∥∥[L j]∥∥ γ .
By the convexity of X0(A) we obtain [˜L] ∈ X0(A). We summarize the above in the following theorem.
Theorem 3.9. Suppose thatA j ⊂ L(J ,K j), j = 1, . . . ,q, is a dual space having property X0,γ (γ > 0) and property (V .0). Then the
column direct sum A =⊕C1 jq A j has property X0,γ /q and property (V .0).
Remark 3.10. Our discussion above clearly shows that when all the spaces A j are the same, the conclusion holds without
the (V .0) condition.
This concludes our discussion of the various constructions of new dual spaces from old, and their relations to the
properties Xθ,γ and (Am,n).
4. The main theorem
In this section we ﬁrst prove an analog for dual spaces of Theorem 2.1 of [11].
Theorem 4.1. Suppose {An}n∈N is a sequence of dual spaces An ⊂ L(J ,K) such that each An has some property X0,γn (γn > 0) and
property (V .0). Let {[Ln]An }n∈N be any sequence of elements in the respective preduals and {τn}n∈N any sequence of positive numbers.
Then the set of x in J for which there exists a sequence {yn}n∈N in K such that [x⊗ yn]An = [Ln]An and ‖yn‖ > τn is dense in J .
Proof. There is no loss of generality in assuming that sequence {γn}n∈N is decreasing. This ensures, in particular, by Theo-
rem 3.9, that for each n ∈ N, the dual space Bn =⊕C1 jn A j has property X0,γn/n . Let a be an arbitrary vector in J and
ε > 0. A check of the desired conclusion shows that we may assume that ‖[Ln]An‖ < δn for each n ∈ N, where {δn}n∈N is a
sequence of positive real numbers satisfying
∑
n0
√
nδn
γn
< ε.
We will use systematically for the acting space K of each A j the following elementary observation. If A ⊂ L(J ,K) is a
dual space such that X0(A) contains a nonzero element [L] (which is the case here for all the A j , since X0(A j) contains
a ball of radius γ j > 0), then for any u ∈ J and any τ > 0 there exists a sequence {tn}n∈N in K such that ‖tn‖ > τ and
[u⊗ tn] → 0. (Let ‖[L]‖ = ρ > 0 and {xi}i∈N, {yi}i∈N be sequences making [L] an element of X0(A); since ‖xi‖,‖yi‖ 1 and
limi[xi ⊗ yi] = [L] there is a subsequence {yip }p∈N of {yi}i∈N satisfying limp ‖yip‖ = η > 0. Just take tn = (2τ/η)yin+n0 for
n0 large enough.)
We ﬁrst choose t1 ∈ K such that ‖[L1]A1‖ + ‖[a ⊗ t1]A1‖ < δ1 and ‖t1‖ > τ1. Since∥∥[L1]A1 − [a ⊗ t1]A1∥∥ ∥∥[L1]A1∥∥+ ∥∥[a ⊗ t1]A1∥∥< δ1,
we may apply Theorem 3.4c) to get x1 ∈ J , y11 ∈ K such that
[L1]A1 =
[
x1 ⊗ y11
]
A1 ,∥∥y11 − t1∥∥,‖x1 − a‖ <√δ1/γ1, and(
y11 − t1
)⊥ t1
(the latter condition ensuring ‖y11‖  ‖t1‖ > τ1). Also, by using (iii) we can assume that ‖[L1]A1‖ + ‖[x1 ⊗ t1]A1‖ < δ1.
Suppose that for k = 1,2, . . . ,N − 1 (N  2) vectors xk in J , y˜k = yk1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ ykk in K ⊕ · · · ⊕K︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k)
, and tk in K have been
obtained so that
(1)k [˜L]k(:= ([L1]A , . . . , [Lk]A )) = [xk ⊗ y˜k]B , k = 1, . . . ,N − 1, and for k = 2, . . . ,N − 1,1 k k
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√
kδk
γk
,
(3)k ‖[xk ⊗ tk]Ak‖ + ‖[Lk]Ak‖ < δk , ‖tk‖ > τk , and
(4)k ( y˜k − y˜k−1 ⊕ tk) ⊥ {0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0⊕ tk︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k)
,
( j)︷ ︸︸ ︷
0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0⊕ yk−1j ⊕0⊕ · · · ⊕ 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(k)
, 1 j  k − 1}.
Then, after choosing tN ∈ K such that ‖tN‖ > τN and∥∥[xN−1 ⊗ tN ]AN∥∥+ ∥∥[LN ]AN∥∥< δN ,
and noting that∥∥[˜L]N − [xN−1 ⊗ ( y˜N−1 ⊕ tN)]BN∥∥= ∥∥[LN ]AN − [xN−1 ⊗ tN ]AN∥∥< δN
we apply again Theorem 3.4c) to get xN and y˜N satisfying (1)N , (2)N , (3)N , (4)N .
It follows easily from this that there exist a sequence {tn}n∈N in K, and Cauchy sequences {xn}n∈N and {ynj }n j in J
and K, respectively, whose respective limits x and y j = limn→∞ ynj , j ∈ N, satisfy the equations [L j]A j = [xn ⊗ ynj ]A j for
1 j  n, and hence,
[L j]A j =
[
x⊗ y j]A j ,
‖x− a‖
(∑
n2
‖xn − xn−1‖
)
+ ‖x1 − a‖
∑
n1
√
nδn
γn
< ε,
and (
y jj − t j
)⊥ t j;
whence ‖y jj‖  ‖t j‖ > τ j ; this provides, together with (yn+1j − ynj ) ⊥ ynj (ensuring that ‖yn+1j ‖  ‖ynj‖), the estimates
‖y j‖ ‖y jj‖ > τ j . Thus the proof is complete. 
If An ⊂ L(H) are dual algebras generated by operators Tn respectively, letting Ln(p(Tn)) = p(0) for every polynomial
p ∈ C[X] provides then common noncyclic vectors x by taking p = 1, X, X2, . . . in the equalities〈
p(Tn)x, yn
〉
H = [x⊗ yn]An p(Tn) = Lnp(Tn) = p(0).
Remark 4.2. Note that the above theorem recaptures the main result in [11] via a slightly different approach, which is one
of the main reasons for the existence of this note. Indeed the elementary observation at the beginning of our proof enables
us to avoid the use of the deeper result saying that this observation is valid for the dual algebra generated by an absolutely
continuous contraction with isometric functional calculus. Recall also that the condition ‖yn‖ > τn was required essentially
to solve a row containing inﬁnitely many 0’s with nonzero yn . There is an alternate road which we now outline to overcome
this diﬃculty. From the “row” version of Theorem 3.9 and the accompanying remark, we deduce immediately the following
result.
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that A j ⊂ L(J ,K j), j = 1, . . . ,q, is a dual space having property X0,γ (γ > 0) and property (V .0). Let
p ∈ N. Then⊕R1ip(⊕C1 jq A j) (the row direct sum of p copies of A =⊕C1 jq A j) has property X0,γ /pq and property (V .0).
Since for each q ∈ N, ⊕R1ip(⊕C1 jq A j) can be seen as ⊕C1 jq A′j with A′j =⊕R1ip A j as an immediate conse-
quence of Theorem 4.1 we obtain the following.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose {An}n∈N is a sequence of dual spaces in L(J ,K) such that An has property X0,γn (γn > 0) and property
(V .0). Let p ∈ N and let {[Li,n]} 1ip
1n<∞
be a p ×ℵ0 matrix with entries [Li,n]An ∈ QAn . Then the set of x˜ = x1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ xp in J (p) for
which there exists a sequence {yn}n∈N in K such that
[xi ⊗ yn]An = [Li,n]An , 1 i  p, n ∈ N,
is dense in J (p) .
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⊕R
1 jq (
⊕C
1 jq A j) we can also solve a
“doubly inﬁnite” matrix of equations.
Theorem4.5. Suppose {An}n∈N is a sequence of dual spaces inL(J ,K) such thatAn has property X0,γn (γn > 0) and property (V .0).
Given an inﬁnite matrix with entries [Li j] in QA j , i, j ∈ N, there exist sequences of vectors {xi}i∈N in J and {yi}i∈N in K such that
[Li j]A j = [xi ⊗ y j]A j , i, j ∈ N.
In the same vein it is natural to consider the case of a doubly inﬁnite family {Ai j} 1i<∞
1 j<∞
of dual spaces in L(J ,K).
To make sure that
⊕R
1iq(
⊕C
1 jq Ai j) has property X0,γ /q2 it suﬃces that Ai j has property (V00) (i.e., both properties
(V0.) and (V .0)). We leave the statement to the reader.
Remark 4.6. In a sequel [10] to this paper the authors will consider various applications of the results herein.
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